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Our NSF SDCI grant for HPC Improvement1 established the Petascale Productivity from Open, Integrated Tools
(POINT) project2, a multi-institutional effort to integrate, harden, deploy, and sustain an open, portable, robust per-
formance tools framework for performance engineering of petascale science and engineering (S&E) applications on
the NSF TeraGrid systems. Furthermore, POINT enables productive use of petascale HPC systems by human-centric
investments in training application developers to be good performance engineers. Figure 2 shows the overall organi-
zation of our POINT team3.
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Figure 1: POINT Project Organization

POINT performance tools suite.
The POINT project set out to
advance the capabilities of lead-
ing robust parallel performance
technologies as well as enhance
their usability through tool in-
tegration and incorporation as
part of a performance engineer-
ing methodology. The POINT
performance tool suite contains:
TAU Performance System, Perf-
Suite, Kojak/Scalasca, and PAPI. Significant improvements have been made in these tools and the entire suite is avail-
able on all NSF Track 2 (Ranger, Kraken) systems and many other HPC machines (e.g., Popel, BigRed) connected to
the TeraGrid. This will soon include the “hot off the press” inaugral release of Component PAPI, the next generation
of the Performance Application Programming Interface, providing access to performance counters anywhere in the
system. Throughout our POINT tool development, we have utilized the NMI Build and Test infrastructure with posi-
tive results. Nightly build and test runs of the POINT tools on the NMI platforms provide confidence that the software
remains robust and interoperable as new features are introduced and evolve. Early detection of problems and bugs
through NMI B&T enhance sustainability and quality assurance of the POINT tool suite moving forward.

Training and outreach. Productive performance engineering not only requires good tools, it needs users trained in
effective measurement and analysis methods. The POINT project has established a “best practices” training approach
based on levels of parallel computing expertise, familiarity with performance methods, and tool experience. The
approach is captured in a high quality tutorial that we have presented at major conferences (SC, LCI, ICCS, TeraGrid)
in the last three years. In addition, the POINT project has been a leader in packaging training materials in a LiveDVD
/ LiveUSB form that is distributed at the tutorials. The LiveDVD includes a distribution of Linux pre-installed with
all the POINT tools, an environment configured to use them, and a full set of tutorial examples. Packaging the tools
together this way relieves the users of configuring the tools by themselves.

1“High-Productivity Performance Engineering (Tools, Methods, Training) for NSF HPC Applications,” funded 2007.
2http://www.nic.uoregon.edu/point/
3In addition to the PIs, key personnel include Rui Liu (NCSA); Dan Terpstra, Haihang You, David Cronk (UTK); Philip Blood, Mahin

Mahmoodi, Raghu Reddy (PSC); and Scott Biersdorff, Alan Morris, Wyatt Spear (UO).
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Figure 2: POINT LiveDVD

Engagement and collaboration. The POINT
project is engaged with three applications as
testbeds for performance engineering prac-
tice.

• NEMO3D: a quantum mechanical
based simulation to provide quantita-
tive predictions for nanometer-scaled
semiconductor devices

• NAMD: a parallel molecular dynam-
ics application widely deployed for re-
search in large-scale biomolecular sys-
tems

• ENZO: an adaptive mesh refinement,
grid-based hybrid code (hydro+N-
Body) designed for simulations of cos-
mological structure formation

The experience has been positive in both im-
provements in application performance and
in feedback of requirements for tool im-
provement. Further collaborations have been
established through POINT’s lead pilot site
at PSC, and as a result of our outreach initia-
tives. Within the TeraGrid Advanced User Support (AUS), new ASTA (Advanced Support for TeraGrid Applications)
projects have been initiated involving POINT team members to serve in performance investigation roles. ASTA
projects go through a review process as part of the allocations procedure. For instance, Tafti’s group at Virginia
Tech recently submitted an ASTA project (just approved) requesting NCSA’s help on performance analysis of their
GenIDLEST code. Preliminary work using the POINT tools has already achieved a 2x speedup.

As an example of performance benefits from POINT engagement with petascale application groups, PSC has
a successful collaboration with the Scheraga group at Cornell to improve performance of UNRES, as molecular
dynamics code The ability to reveal not only final protein structures, but also the protein folding pathway through
a physics-based approach sets UNRES apart from other protein structure prediction approaches. To access longer
simulation timescales, the Scheraga group introduced fine-grained parallelism into UNRES, allowing each protein
replica to be run in parallel. Performance enhancements as a result of POINT involvement have led to elimination of
load imbalances in the code and up to 4x improvement in serial performance for large proteins. With new algorithms
in place, the balance between computation and communication in UNRES has shifted considerably, opening up the
opportunity for a new round of performance optimization. Using POINT tools, eliminating these bottlenecks will
permit the Scheraga group to explore millisecond protein folding dynamics critical for the understanding of biological
folding processes.

Student Cyber Experience. For the last two years, the POINT project has reached beyond its targeted efforts to
provide a summer internship experience at the University of Tennessee for high school students from Chicago. Our
objective was to expose the students to the performance tools, evaluate their progress as users, and, more importantly,
increase their awareness for computer science and related “cyber” fields as a career. The students who participated
felt that their summer experience strengthened their motivation and built their confidence in this area. Supplemental
support was provided by the NSF Office of Cyberinfrastructure for this activity.
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